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Passivity and      -Stability

Phase Gain

Robustness Analysis

Lyapunov Stability

Bounded RealPositive Real

LMI (SDP: Convex Problem)Analysis

-Stability

Passivity Robustness
(Norm-bounded)

Strictly passive
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Dissipative System

A dynamical system is said to be dissipative with respect to             
if there is a positive definite           such that              , i.e.,

: quadratic form : real symmetric matrices
: real matrix

:      -gain : passivity

[Ex.]

,

Supply rate
Storage function

Jan C. Willems
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System Components and Uncertainty Quantification

How is uncertainty in a component quantified?
Integral Quadratic Constraints (IQCs)

System
Inputs Outputs

External 
variables

Selected 
internal 
variables

Interconnections

Note: IQCs generalize dissipative systems

Uncertainties/Nonlinearity
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System Analysis via IQCs
A. Megretski and A. Rantzer, 
“System Analysis via Integral Quadratic Constraints,” 
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, 42-6, pp. 819-830, 1997

A. Rantzer

A. Megretski
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Definition: Frequency Domain IQC Uncertainty

The energy distribution in the spectrum of

The concept IQC is used for several purposes:
• to exploit structural information about perturbations
• to characterize properties of external signals
• to analyze combinations of several perturbations and external signals

(frequency domain) IQC defined by       if 

(     :       -stable and causal system)

Let be bounded Hermitian-valued function.
Two signals                          and                             are said to satisfies

3
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where     is a quadratic form, and       is defined by

where       is a Hurwitz matrix.
,

,: a symmetric matrix

Soft (time domain) IQC if 

Equivalence between frequency domain IQC and Soft IQC 
Factorization

Definition: Time Domain IQC Uncertainty

Let be bounded Hermitian-valued function.
Two signals                          and                             are said to satisfies

(     :       -stable and causal system)

〜4 6
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MATLAB Toolbox: IQC

http://actrol.ee.nsysu.edu.tw/

A. RantzerA. Megretski
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IQC Formulation: Norm bounded Uncertainty
: stable matrix

Stable LTI system
,

Norm bounded uncertainty

Bounded real uncertainty
where

where

w==iqc_gainbounded(z,d);
MATLAB Command

function w = iqc_gainbounded(v,a)
w=signal(size(v,1));
M=variables; M>0;
v’*(a^2*M)*v-w’*M*w>0;

MATLAB Command

Positive real uncertainty

Negative imaginary uncertainty

(Passivity)

,

(     -gain)

7
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IQC Formulation: Structured Uncertainty

Repeated Scalar Complex Perturbation

where                                       
and                                   are 
bounded and measurable matrix 
functions

,

Repeated Scalar Real Perturbation

where                          and
are real matrices

,

w==iqc_diag(z);
MATLAB Command

w==iqc_ltigain(z);
MATLAB Command
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Structured singular value uncertainty

Nonparametric Uncertainties

Parametric Uncertainties

IQC Formulation: Structured Uncertainty

where

(where                              )

IQC Formulation

8

-scaling



where                                     and

System                                                   ,                    is called 
quadratically stable if there exists a matrix                 such that

12

State-space Model Representation

A vector of real uncertain parameters
(time-varying/parametric uncertainty)

Transfer-function Model Representation

IQC Formulation: Polytope Representation

are real matrices such that    

w==iqc_polytope(z,C);
MATLAB Command
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IQC Formulation: Memoryless Nonlinearity in a Sector

a) Saturation

for all and

b) Dead zone c) Friction Uncertainty in a sector

w==iqc_sector(z,alpha,beta);
MATLAB Command

w_satu==iqc_d_slope_odd(z,a,0,1,0) ;
MATLAB Command

〜9 13



If               can be expressed to                  as follows:
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Frequency Domain IQC Stability Condition

Interconnection of      and         is well-posed

If the above two conditions are satisfied, 
then the interconnection of      and         is      -stable.

is internally stable and s.t.

(a)

(b)

s.t.

Then the condition (b) is equal to the following statement (KYP Lemma)

14

Assumption:
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Frequency Domain IQC Stability Condition

for any bounded                      and for any bounded

and s.t.

iff(*)then

(*)

If
Larger     , more relaxed the condition (*)

[Ex.]

is internally stable and s.t.(b)

is internally stable and(b)’

15
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Multipliers

Multipliers (Bounded Operators) ,

[Ex.]

−

Linear System
Nonlinear System

(positivity property)

Lur’e System

Circle criterion assures exponential stability if

(Compare (strict) passivity conditions)

16 17
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Robust Stability and Well-posedness

a) b) d)

c)

e) f)

a)

b)
c)

d)

e)

f)

The closed system with          and           is RS

Well-posedness condition

Conservative Design 18

Robust Stability
(Internal stability)

Main-loop 
Theorem
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Well-posedness and Quadratic Inequality Condition

Well-posedness(RS)
There is a Hermitian matrix             
and s.t.

Convex problemExistence of

: Convex set

s.t.,

The closed system with
and           is RS
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Well-posedness and Stability

and      in feedback.       is unknown, 
but satisfies the IQC defined by

there exist              such that for all                              and
Define interconnection stable if       -gain from            to           is bounded

Augment with      .
Since      satisfies the IQC defined by               , regardless of external 
signals     and     , the signal       is guaranteed to satisfy a constraint, 
namely, for all

〜19 22
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Synthesis via IQCs

[Iw99]T. Iwasaki: The dual iteration for fixed-order control, IEEE TAC, 44(4), 783/788, 1999

T. Iwasaki

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a fixed-order controller 
satisfying a certain stability/performance specification are given in terms of 
LMI’s plus a nonconvex rank constraint. This problem is shown to be NP-hard.

Question: How to solve       and       under some conditions?

Dual Iteration
LTI plant Output feedback

1) Choose a matrix        arbitrarily and let 
2) Fix                      and solve

s.t.

Let                                 for sufficiently large
3) Fix                and solve

s.t.

Let                                 for sufficiently large
4) If                                      for sufficiently small           , then stop. 

Otherwise, let                     and go to Step 2)
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Example: Mass-Spring System

,

, : disturbances
: stiffness parameter

Dynamics

,

Set ,

, ,

Norm-bounded Uncertainty
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Example: Mass-Spring System

abst_init_iqc;
w1=signal;
w2=signal; 
w3=signal;
u=signal;
x=Gp*(A1*w3+B1+(u+w1)+B2*w2);
v=A2*x;
x2=C*x;
uc=Gk*x2;
u==uc ; %linking

MATLAB Command

(Given) Stabilizing controller

,

,

Block Diagram
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a=0.1;
w3==iqc_gainbounded(v,a);

MATLAB Command

Example: Mass-Spring System
Objective Estimate the      -gain from                to              by IQC
Definitions using IQCs

g = iqc_gain_tbx([w1;w2],x2) 
iqc_value
value(M)

MATLAB Command

For all pairs of              satisfying

Optimization via SDP

[Ex.]

Feasibility optimization
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Example: Lateral Flight Control System of Space Shuttle

abst_init_iqc;
w_unct=signal(9); 
w_satu=signal(2); 
w_wind=signal;
w_L=WL*w_unct;
output_SS=SC*[w_L;w_satu;w_wind];
v_1=WR*output_SS(1:3);
v_2=output_SS(4:7);
output_ctrl=CR*v_2 ;
output_ac1=AC1*output_ctrl(1);
output_ac2=AC1*output_ctrl(2);

for flcnt=1:9
w_unct(flcnt)==iqc_ltigain(v_1(flcnt));
end
w_satu==
iqc_d_slope_odd([output_ac1,output_ac2],…
[1.2],[0.1],;[0.1],[1.2],0,1) ;
w_wind==iqc_domharmonic(1,1/10,10,2,2);

Iqc_gain_tbx(w_wind,v_2);

MATLAB Command

C-Y Kao, A. Megretski, U.T. Jonsson
and A. Rantzer, “A MATLAB Toolbox 
for Robustness Analysis”

Definitions using IQCs
Wind Disturbance

Actuator: nonlinear operators
Dominant harmonic performance

Structural 9 uncertainties in aerodynamics

Aircraft 
model

Actuator

Actuator
Flight 

controller
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Positive Real(PR) Transfer Function Matrix

Strictly Positive Real(SPR) Transfer Function Matrix

is PR if it has no poles in the open RHP and
such that       is not a pole of(1)

(2) If         is a pole of           , it is a simple pole and the corresponding 
residual matrix,                                                in case       is finite,

and                                 in case       is infinite, is PSD Hermitian.

is said to be SPR if there exists a constant             such that
is PR.

Positive Realness

Fourier transform of                         :

Conjugate Transpose:

1
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Input/Output (I/O) Stability:      -Stability

The space        for                       is defined as the set of all 
piecewise continuous functions                                 such that

[Definition]
A mapping                            is     stable if there exist a class      function      , 
defined on             , and a nonnegative constant     such that

We consider a system whose input-output relation is represented by

is defined by a mapping from an extended space         to an extended 
space        , where         is defined by

2
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Causality

[Definition]

To begin define the truncation (past projection) operator       , 
for              , on vector valued functions by

where                        . The function                  has support on the 
interval                 , which means it is zero outside this interval.

We define an operator                                                             to be causal if

If we apply this identity to some element                                 , we get

3

Note: 
Causality is used to show that constraint holds over all finite time horizons.
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Parseval’s Theorem
If                  , then

Fourier transform of the signal     :

-norm of           :

and this immediately implies that

[Ex.] (i) and the max is achieved at

and

(ii) in analytic in whole complex plane but

is not in        whereas       is in

4
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Suppose      is a stable linear system and       is a symmetric matrix. 

for all and all signals                          , with

If      is an ODE-based model, then this integral constraint 
must hold for all initial conditions set to 0.

(dynamic supply rates)

A bounded operator     satisfies 
the (finite horizon) hard (time domain) IQC defined by if

Definition: Hard Time Domain IQC Uncertainty
5
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-Stability and Time/Frequency Domain IQC

satisfying, for some finite           ,

Issue 1: -Stability test requires “hard” finite-horizon IQC

Factorization 1
Freq. IQCSoft IQCHard IQC

Issue 2: -Stability test requires

iff satisfying the KYP LMI.
Factorization 2 : a J-Spectral factorization,

and              are stablei.e.,

All solutions of KYP LMI satisfy
Freq. IQCHard IQC

satisfies[Ex.]

6
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Uncertainty Modeling: LFT Uncertainty

Upper Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT)

Well-posedness condition on 
is nonsingular for               and for all

Model Representation

The feedback interconnection between                     and               
is internally stable

Condition

7
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IQC Formulation: Structured Uncertainty
Special Case:    -Analysis

with

IQC Formulation

where

Feedback loop stability follows if there exists                    with

or equivalently, with

8
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IQC Formulation: Slowly Time-varying Real Scalar

where                                        and        is a constant, let               be an 
upper bound of the norm of the commutator                             , for example

Let                           where                   ,                   .
For any transfer matrix

a)

b)

where             is a parameter, and      is a causal transfer function

where      is skew-Hermitian along the imaginary axis but not 
necessarily causal.

w==iqc_slowtv(z,d,a,D);
MATLAB Command

9
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IQC Formulation: Delay

The uncertain bounded delay operator

where        is any nonnegative rational weighting function, 
and            is any rational upper bound of

[Ex.]

,

IQC Formulation

w==iqc_cdelay(z,theta_0);
MATLAB Command

10
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Uncertain Input Signals

Dominant Harmonics

For small          , 

Frequency

Energy

w==iqc_domharmonic(n,a,b,N1,N2);
MATLAB Command

Bounds on Auto Correlation

corresponds to

11
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IQC Formulation: Coulomb Friction

1

-1

0

Zames/Falb’s property

IQC Formulation

where

12
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Testing IQC

System Blocks

Signal Blocks

Time domain IQC

Stochastic IQC

13

J-Spectral factorization

Freq. domain IQC
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Re

Im

Re

Im

Small Gain Theorem and Passivity Theorem

Positive Real
Passivity Theorem

Bounded Real
Small Gain Theorem

Bilinear 
Transformation1

j

-1

- j

M is strictly positive real
is positive real

C. Desoer and M. Videasagar: 
Feedback Systems: Input-Output 
Properties, Academic Press, 1975

14

[SP05, pp. 155, 306]
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Proof idea of IQCs Theorem

Combination of the IQC for      with the inequality for      gives 
existence of              such that 

If                          is bounded for some                  then the above 
inequality gives boundedness of                           for all      with

LTI System

Hence, boundedness for            gives that for                                    .
This, in turn, gives boundedness for                                      and so on. 
Finally, the whole interval           is covered.

15
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Lur’e System (Aleksandr I. Lur'e)

IQCs generalize the dissipative systems 
model, allowing for supply rates     , which 
are themselves linear dynamical systems.

Linear System Part

Nonlinear System Part

−

Sector:

: multiplier

−
−

−

−

16
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Circle Criterion/Popov’s Stability Criterion

If there is a real number     satisfying

then, in the feedback system, there is a positive constant     such that

for a sector           .

Popov’s Stability Criterion in SISO Systems

Absolute Stability
Consider the Lure system, where     satisfies a sector condition. 
The system is absolutely stable if  the origin is globally uniformly 
asymptotically stable for any nonlinearity in the given sector. It is 
absolutely stable with a finite domain if the origin is uniformly 
asymptotically stable.

17

Extension to 
Nyquist criterion
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Well-posed Interconnection

The feedback interconnection is said to well-posed 
if the map                             has a causal inverse (proper). 
It is called BIBO stable if the inverse is also bounded.

BIBO: Bounded-Input Bounded-Output

LTI System

The feedback interconnection is said to ill-posed 
if it is not well-posed. 
Then,                                      when

Jacques Hadamard

18



System under consideration, with 
“unknown” or “troublesome”      
removed, but known augmented 
correllator (implicitly) providing 
information about signals and

43

Three Different Systems via Hard IQCs

System under consideration, augmented
with known      , which captures 
“correlations” in input/output of

System under consideration, with 
“unknown” or “troublesome”

(Analyze this system model)
19
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What are the known constraints?

Equality constraints Inequality constraints
Summing junctions, e.g.,
ODE models of      and

Extra information about     and

Under what conditions do these constraints actually imply a constraint 
between           and            ?  Specifically,

20
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Look for a generalized storage function

Lyapunov-like construction and S-procedure:

Under what conditions is there a finite             
such that the system and signal constraints 
actually imply that

If there exists a positive, semidefinite function               and             such that

for all values of                                     , constrained only by the 
interconnection, then the desired relation holds.

Combining integrated inequality with IQC

21
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Solving the inequality: Finding     and

IQC Robust Stability Analysis:
Does there exist                                         and (representing      )           
such that                                 which yet another (important) example 
of a semi-definite program.

For notational purposes, define

Restrict attention to quadratic , so 

for some                         . Then

Inequality becomes:

22


